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Abstract Changes in NIRS signals are related to changes in local 

cerebral blood flow or oxy-Hb concentration. On the other hand, recent 

studies have revealed the effect of chewing gum on cognitive 

performance, stress control etc. which accompanied brain activity in the 

prefrontal cortex (PFC). However, these relationships are still 

controversial. To evaluate the chewing effect on PFC, NIRS seems to 

be a suitable method of imaging such results. When measuring NIRS 

on PFC, blood volume in superficial tissues (scalp, skin, muscle) might 

have some affect. The aim of the present study was to clarify the effect 

of the anterior temporal muscle on NIRS signals during gum chewing. 

Eight healthy volunteers participated. Two-channel NIRS (HOT-1000, 

NeU, Japan), which can distinguish total-Hb concentrations in deep 

tissue and superficial tissue layers, was used. In addition to a 

conventional optode separation distance of 3.0 cm, Hot 1000 has a short 

distance of 1.0 cm (NEAR channel) to measure NIRS signals that 

originate exclusively from surface tissues. NIRS probes were placed at 

Fp1 and Fp2 in the normal probe setting. The headset was displaced to 

the left in order to allow the left probe to be placed over the left anterior 

temporal muscle. In the normal setting, the superficial signal curve 

shows no notable change; however, the neural (calculated and defined 

in HOT-1000) and deep curves show an increase during the gum 

chewing task. At the deviated setting, all three signals show marked 

changes during the task. Total-Hb concentration in the deviated probe 

setting is significantly large (p < 0.05) than that of in the normal probe 

setting. When using gum chewing as a task, it would be better to 

consider a probe position carefully so that the influence of muscle 

activity on NIRS signal can be distinguished. 
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1 Introduction 

PFC plays an important role in the process of cognitive function. Many 

functional neuroimaging techniques, including positron emission tomography, 

functional MRI, magnetoencephalography and NIRS are thought to relatively 

evaluate human cranial nerve activity. NIRS measures the concentration changes of 

oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb), deoxygenated hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) and total 

hemoglobin (total hemoglobin = oxy-Hb + deoxy-Hb) [1,2]. Signal changes relate 

to changes in local cerebral blood flow and oxygen expenditure; and a synchronous 

increase in the oxy-Hb, with a decrease in the deoxy-Hb concentrations can be 

indicative of a brain activity [3]. Functional NIRS is a powerful, non-invasive 

imaging technique that offers many advantages, including its compact size, no need 

for specially equipped facilities, and the potential for real-time measurement [4,5]. 

Recent gum chewing studies have reported the effects on cognitive performance 

[6-8], stress control [9-12] and others, together with brain activity in PFC. However, 

these relationships are still controversial. To evaluate the chewing effects on PFC, 

NIRS seems to be a suitable method of imaging such results. 

To investigate the effect of gum chewing on these issues, two different kinds of 

study designs were employed. One such study focuses on the search for the gum 

chewing effect itself (the measurement observed while gum chewing); the other 

study focuses on the remaining gum chewing effect (the measurement which is 

observed immediately after gum chewing). Naturally, it would be better to employ 

the former method. However, when measuring NIRS on PFC while gum chewing, 

blood flows in superficial tissues (scalp, skin, muscle) might have some affect. The 

signal from the superficial tissues is thought to have no correlation with the signals 

of neural activity and, therefore, needed to be eliminated [13-17].  

Among the many effective artifact reduction methods, the method using multi-

distance optodes seems to be effective. As a marketed measuring device, Hot-1000 

(NeU Corporation, Tokyo, Japan)[14] has dual source-detector (S-D) regression. It 

can measure both sides of the PFC simultaneously. Each of the two S-D pairs, with 

a distance of 1.0 cm and 3.0 cm, can measure the superficial and deep signals [14]. 

The aim of the present study is to clarify the influence of anterior temporal 

muscle activity on PFC NIRS signals while gum chewing.   

2 Methods 

The study design was approved by the Ethics Committee of Tokyo Dental 

College, Japan (No. 436). 

Eight healthy volunteers (mean age 25.3 years) participated in this study after 

written informed consent had been obtained. Participants had no personal or family 

history of neuropsychiatric illness, were free of medication and all were right-

handed. Subjects were told to refrain from substances containing caffeine (e.g., 
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coffee, etc.) and not to eat for two hours before the test. They were also instructed 

to avoid drinking alcohol excessively and avoid lack of sleep the night before the 

test. To prevent the influence of environmental stress, the subjects were seated in a 

comfortable chair in an air-conditioned room with the temperature and humidity 

maintained at approximately 25°C and 50%, respectively. After a 30-min rest the 

test began. NIRS signals of total-Hb concentrations in the PFC were measured using 

the two-channel NIRS Hot-1000. The dual S-D regression method of the Hot-1000 

has a short distance S-D pair in addition to a usual distance S-D pair (Fig. 1: left 

panel). NIRS probes were placed at Fp1 and Fp2 in the normal probe setting. The 

location of the probe was determined according to the international 10-20 system. 

The headset was displaced to the left in order to allow the left probe to be placed 

over the left anterior temporal muscle (deviated probe setting). (Fig. 1: middle and 

right panel). 

Each task session was designed in a block manner. For example, four periods 

of rest (30 s each) and three blocks of four tasks (30 s each). The task used was 

gum chewing for which a piece of xylitol gum (Citrus aurantifolia mint) (Lotte, 

Saitama, Japan) was provided. The chewing side was on the left side, and chewing 

rate and force were determined by the subjects themselves. 

For the signals, moving average (10 samples) with a 10 Hz sampling frequency 

was used. A linear fitting function for baseline correction was employed. The pre-

task baseline was determined as the mean across 20 s just before the active task 

period; the post-task baseline was determined as the mean across the last 20 s of the 

resting period; then, linear fitting was performed on the task data between these two 

baselines. Following this correction, data were averaged in each channel for each 

subject. Since the blood volume did not increase immediately after beginning the 

tasks, the Hb values between 10-30 s in each task were used for analysis.  

The Mann-Whitney U test was used for statistical analysis of the Excel Statistics 

(Excel Statistics 2015, Social Survey Information Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan). A p-

value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.  

3 Results 

Figure 2 shows a representative subject’s curves while gum chewing at the 

normal probe setting (left) and the deviated probe setting (right); from the top neural 

signal, superficial signal, and deep signal curves. In the normal setting, the 

superficial signal curve shows no notable change; however, the neural and deep 

curves show an increase during the gum chewing task. At the deviated setting, all 

three curves show marked changes during the task. Total-Hb concentration in the 

deviated probe setting is significantly large than that of in the normal probe setting. 

Namely, the NIRS signal of the total-Hb originated from the gum chewing was 

influenced by probe setting position (Fig. 3). 
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4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The Hot 1000 NIRS device allows to measure detailed changes in cerebral blood 

volume rates related to brain activity and more. Usually, the short distance S-D (1.0 

cm) pair captures the blood volume in the superficial tissues, which is dominated 

by the systemic components in the superficial layers of the scalp. The deep signal 

from the usual S-D distance (3.0 cm) channel contains both the superficial and 

cortical  blood volume. The neural signal (defined in HOT-1000) is calculated 

automatically using two different distance S-D pairs results, motion sensor, and so 

on[14]. 

In the normal setting, the finding of NIRS signal during gum chewing task is in 

line with previous studies [18-20]. Namely, the short distance S-D pair signal curve 

showed very little change. This means the systemic components had a small effect 

on the superficial tissue blood volume. However, the neural and deep curves showed 

an increase during the gum chewing task. PFC is involved in the higher-order 

function such as a memory, attention, learning, monitoring of action, working 

memory, etc. While chewing, it is necessary to correspond to a change in hardness 

[21], size, etc. Further, PFC activation related to taste [22], smell [23] etc., might 

occur from an intake experience memory that might exist. When humans think 

about eating, higher-order mental activities are essential. For instance, while eating 

we have to recognize the features of the foods in the mouth and manipulate them 

adequately during mastication [24]. Therefore, PFC activation is necessary to 

control and perform an aimed action of chewing gum rhythmically [25]. 

On the other hand, in the deviated position, obtained signals differed from the 

normal position results. Namely, significantly increased signals were obtained in 

the gum chewing task. Increased signals of the short distance signal mean that skin 

and temporal muscle blood flow increases while gum chewing. 

Gum chewing increased short distance signal of superficial tissues in the 

deviation position, but not in normal position. Namely, the NIRS signal of the total-

Hb originated from the gum chewing was influenced by probe setting position. 

Since HOT-1000 used in this study can only evaluate total-Hb, it is possible that 

may have subtle different results from other NIRS devices. In future NIRS study 

involving PFC and gum chewing as a task, it is important to avoid an influence of 

the temporalis muscle at the probe setting. 
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Figures 
 

 
Fig. 1 The dual S-D regression method of the Hot-1000 has a short distance S-D pair in addition 

to a usual distance S-D pair (left panel). NIRS probes were placed at Fp1 and Fp2 in the normal 

probe setting. The headset was displaced to the left in order to allow the left probe to be placed 

over the left anterior temporal muscle (middle and right panel) 
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Fig. 2 A representative subject’s signal curves during gum chewing at the normal probe setting 

(left) and the deviated probe setting (right). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Influence of the probe position on total-Hb changes on short distance S-D.  


